Good afternoon to you all and many thanks for joining us here at the LSE.
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We have a short but, I believe, highly significant agenda for you this afternoon.
You’ll get the opportunity to meet all members of our Executive Committee today.
We were in London together this week and I thought you would enjoy the opportunity to meet with my
colleagues.
Before we start, I just want to manage your expectations…
Today is about meeting our leadership team and discussing strategy.
It is not a trading update and I would greatly appreciate if you could respect the rules on engagement.
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Intertek is led by a passionate and experienced team of global senior leaders and you should know that I am
very proud of our team.
Can I ask each of our senior executive team to stand up please.
Together, we are taking Intertek from strength to strength making progress on both strategy and performance,
inch by inch.
You will have the opportunity to meet each of them over a drink in a little while but for now, I will ask each of
them to introduce themselves to you…
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Intertek is on a Good to Great journey, delivering sustainable performance for all of its stakeholders.
We are extremely pleased with the consistent performance delivery of the group year after year.
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Our track record of shareholder value creation is strong, and the sustainability of our results is a tribute to the
quality of our earnings model, the trusted relationships we have with our clients, and the strength of our
organisation.
Before revealing what will be a ground-breaking Assurance innovation, I would just like to say a few words on
strategy.
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Our Good to Great journey is anchored in our 5x5 differentiated strategy for growth, with goals, strategic
priorities and enablers that are guiding our day to day activities in each part of the group.
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We believe the Quality industry is moving from TIC to ATIC.
Given the increased complexity of their operations, our clients now need to take a systemic, end-to-end
approach to quality and safety in their sourcing and distribution chains.
With our ATIC solutions, we offer risk-based quality assurance services to our clients.
We offer Testing, Inspection and Certification services in the critical areas of our clients’ operations and our
Assurance solutions provide end to end assessment of their quality and safety processes.
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We work with more than 300,000 clients around the world and we enjoy deep and trusted relationships.
We provide independent quality assurance services that are mission critical for our clients.
We have a strong technical expertise in all the sectors we operate in and a passionate customer-centric
culture.
This enables us to support the growth agenda of our clients in an ever changing and more complex operating
environment.
Each of us is deeply committed to the delivery of our Total Quality Assurance Customer promise.
We provide ATIC solutions at every single stage of our clients’ operations.
This is what we mean by Total Quality Assurance.
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Intertek has led the Quality Assurance industry for over 130 years and has built a powerful operational
platform in more than 100 countries to deliver our TQA value proposition.
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We see very attractive growth opportunities in the Quality Assurance market.
The Total Quality Assurance market is worth $250bn, yet only 20% of this market is currently outsourced.
We see strong growth opportunities with existing and new customers.
We also see attractive growth opportunities to get access to the quality assurance work that corporations
currently do in-house.
The global operations of corporations are increasingly more complex, which drives more demand for end-toend quality assurance services as corporations increase their focus on systemic operational risk.
This untapped market potential is really exciting as this is all about what companies do not do today and will
start doing to improve the quality, safety and sustainability of their operations.
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Our future growth outlook is Global GDP+ organic revenue growth in real terms.
We expect our Products division that represents 76% of the group’s earnings to grow ahead of global GDP,
benefiting from brand and SKU expansion, regulatory development as well as an increased focus of
corporations on safety, quality and sustainability.
We expect our Trade division that represents 18% of the group’s earnings to grow at a rate broadly similar to
GDP through the cycle.
Our Trade businesses will benefit from the development of regional and global trade routes as well as from an
increased focus on traceability.
The growth prospects of our Resources division which represents 6% of the group’s earnings are linked to the
global growth drivers in the energy sector.
Investments in Exploration and Production for essential resources like Oil and Minerals will grow to meet the
demand of the growing population around the world.
We also expect structural growth in the renewable energy sector.
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We performance manage the business based on a unique cockpit of leading and lagging indicators in every
operation enabling us to track performance on daily/weekly/monthly basis and deliver consistent results.
We focus on both financial and non-financial metrics, from site-level all the way up.
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We operate a high-quality earnings model.
Intertek’s approach to value creation for the mid to long term is based on:
•

Global GDP+ organic growth in real terms

+
•

Margin accretion;

+
•

Strong cash conversion; and

+
•

Disciplined capital allocation.

The compounding effect of the virtuous economics of our earnings model year after year will continue to
deliver shareholder value creation.
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Innovation is an important focus area to help our clients mitigate the increased quality, safety…and
sustainability risks in their operations.
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We pursue a 3-tiered approach to innovation:
•

Building on the strengths of existing ATIC services, which we call Innovation from the Core;

•

Developing new products and services in Adjacent fast-growing and high-margin markets;

•

And developing new Breakthrough products and services, creating new markets.

This afternoon, I want you to be the first to hear about a breakthrough innovation in relation to sustainability…
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The insight we have gained is that corporations today are facing a paradox…
A growing number of companies are taking steps to be more responsible in how they treat employees,
communities and the planet, but…
•

Where should sustainability start and end…?

•

How can their sustainability claims be verified…?

•

How can they convince all their stakeholders that they have the right approach in place to be truly
sustainable...?

Let’s watch a short film now to put this in context…
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From the ATIC discussions that we have been having with our clients, it’s clear that their commitment to
sustainability must be end-to-end.
They realise that ESG is necessary but not sufficient….given the broad-based expectations of their various
stakeholders, who are no longer accepting sustainability claims at face value.
Our clients, many of whom have long been committed to social and environmental causes, want to prove that
they are genuine advocates.
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We have just completed some research with UK business leaders on sustainability which will be published
tomorrow, and I would like to share the highlights with you.
•

74% of respondents agree that customers and other stakeholders are demanding that companies do
more in relation to sustainability

•

67% of companies recognise that they now face significant pressure to improve their sustainability
performance

•

71% agree that ‘There are too many sustainability expectations and reporting standards, which leads
to confusion’

•

76% agree that ‘We take on risk by not assessing our full supply chain’

•

92% acknowledge some of their supply chain would receive a poor sustainability report if it was fully
audited

•

76% consider ‘An end to end audit programme that would assess, benchmark and independently
verify for their entire sustainability footprint’ would be appealing’

Indeed, companies want clarity and guidance and how to position themselves as a sustainable organisation.
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Our unrivalled expertise in Total Quality Assurance means we are uniquely positioned to support the needs of
our clients in operating sustainably.
Over the years we have extended our TQA proposition to offer a real depth and breadth of industry-agnostic
and industry-specific operational sustainability solutions.
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Given the broad-based and ever higher expectations of all stakeholders, corporations recognise that their
commitment to sustainability must be end to end and that ESG is necessary but not sufficient.
Sustainability has to start at the heart of a company’s operation, where quality, safety and sustainability are
seen as the foundations of driving sustainable growth…and has to take a holistic approach to cover all aspects
of corporate sustainability.
Tomorrow, we will announce a major innovation that will go beyond our existing Operational Sustainability
Solutions that address the important areas of environment, products, processes, facilities, assets and systems.
To offer Total Sustainability, we are launching a ground-breaking Assurance innovation with Corporate
Sustainability Certification, that is industry-agnostic.
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Intertek’s Corporate Sustainability Certification is a new gold standard for companies to evidence their
commitment to sustainability.
The programme is powered by our global network of technical experts and advanced software platforms to
help our clients track their progress on sustainability.
Intertek Corporate Sustainability Certification is a holistic assurance programme that audits and certifies the
quality of processes in place based on 10 Intertek proprietary standards that benchmark the end to end
approach of any company on all aspects of its corporate activities.

The certification programme covers the following 10 Standards:
•

Quality & Safety

•

Risk Management

•

Enterprise Security

•

Compliance

•

Environment

•

People & Culture

•

Communities

•

Governance

•

Financial

•

Communications & Disclosures
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The world is changing fast in multiple directions and I believe the way corporations will report will also change.
Personally, I see the paper and digital Annual Report of the future being three sections, the strategy report,
the sustainability report and the financials.
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In summary, we are launching ground-breaking Total Sustainability Assurance to support our clients’ end-toend commitment to sustainability.
True to our company’s heritage of bringing quality and safety to life with a pioneering spirit, we want Intertek
to remain a force for good for many years to come.
Sustainability is the movement of our time and all of us at Intertek are passionate about supporting the needs
of our clients.
At Intertek, we believe we are born to make the world ever better and we are ready to help corporations
address their complex sustainability challenges of today, tomorrow and the day after tomorrow.
Here is why…
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Thank you for your attention. I will now be happy to take any questions.
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